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HI THERE!

We are Nudist Drinks, a new-age winery that does not dig traditions and despises prejudice. 
Instead, we celebrate diversity and healthy hedonism
along with a few wicked sins.

Our mission is to start and lead a new era of sparkling fruit wines. They did not have to 
become cheap blends of random wines, extra aromas and flavours, not to mention added colours. 
Our wines follow basic ethics of only using natural and unprocessed raw materials and skimping 
on sugar. We never use concentrates nor additives. Just fruits fermented.

So we do not use grapes, ok. We are most famous for our rhubarb sparkling wine - Rabarbra - 
but we also ferment gooseberries, raspberries, white currants and even wild strawberries. We 
do our best to bring the fruit forward while keeping the wine dry. Well balanced, slightly 
lighter than conventional sparkling wines, (too) easy to drink. 

Next to both alcoholic and dealcoholized sparkling fruit wines we also produce craft ciders, 
beers, spirits, liqueur. The latest addition to our selection is a range of non-alcoholic 
hemp infused sparkling waters called Intoku (good done in secret in Japanese). See our whole 
selection below.
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RABARBRA
Fresh and nicely balanced sparkling wine made purely by fermenting cold pressed rhubarb 
juice. No concentrates nor artificial flavours or aromas. No grapes, not French etc.

Rabarbra’s light palate and moderate alcohol consistence makes it just too easy to drink. Be 
careful! The humble notes of rhubarb along with the perfect balance of acidity and residual 
sugars have won the awards and sympathy from sommeliers to grandmas.

Awarded as „Best Beverage from Small Manufacturers 2018“.

RABARBRA

Rhubarb Sparkling Wine
8.0 % vol, 750 ml
Dry

Made in our own winery
in Tallinn, Estonia.

EAN 4744476010229

750 ml clear glass bottle
Packaged in boxes
of 6 bottles.

Also available in 1500ml 
Magnum bottle.

BEST BEVERAGE 
FROM SMALL 

MANUFACTURERS 
2018



RABARBRA BRUT ORGANIC
Rabarbra Brut Organic has a sharp and fresh palate with rhubarb in the aftertaste. While the 
wine is unfiltered, it might build up some natural sediment in the bottom. 

Compared to original Rabarbra, Rabarbra Brut Organic has a lower residual sugar level of
1.1 g/100ml (Brut) vs 1.7g/100ml (Dry) of original Rabarbra and higher alcoholic strength. 

The first organic sparkling wine made in Estonia and awarded as "Best Organic Drink 2019" by 
the Ministry of Rural Affairs.

RABARBRA BRUT ORGANIC

Organic Rhubarb Sparkling Wine
11.0 % vol, 750 ml
Brut

Made in our own winery
in Tallinn, Estonia.

EAN 4744476010243

750 ml clear glass bottle
Packaged in boxes
of 6 bottles.



RABARBRA MINI
Fresh and nicely balanced sparkling wine made purely by fermenting cold pressed rhubarb 
juice. No concentrates nor artificial flavours or aromas. No grapes, not French etc, etc.

Rabarbra’s light palate and moderate alcohol consistence makes it just too easy to drink. Be 
careful! The humble notes of rhubarb along with the perfect balance of acidity and residual 
sugars have won the awards and sympathy from sommeliers to grandmas.

Rabarbra Mini 20cl bottles are perfect for takeaway and save you from writing off larger 
sparkling wine bottles.

RABARBRA MINI

Rhubarb Sparkling Wine
8.0% vol, 20 cl
Dry

Made in our own winery
in Tallinn, Estonia.

EAN 4744476010601

200 ml clear glass bottle
Packaged in boxes
of 20 bottles.

Also available in 1500ml 
Magnum bottle.
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RABARBRA BRUT MINI
Rabarbra Brut Organic has a sharp and fresh palate with rhubarb in the aftertaste. While the 
wine is unfiltered, it might build up some natural sediment in the bottom. 

Compared to original Rabarbra, Rabarbra Brut Organic has a lower residual sugar level of
1.1 g/100ml (Brut) vs 1.7g/100ml (Dry) of original Rabarbra and higher alcoholic strength. 

The first organic sparkling wine made in Estonia and awarded as "Best Organic Drink 2019" by 
the Ministry of Rural Affairs.

Rabarbra Mini 20cl bottles are perfect for takeaway and save you from writing off larger 
sparkling wine bottles.

RABARBRA BRUT MINI

Organic Rhubarb Sparkling Wine
11.0% vol, 20 cl
Brut

Made in our own winery
in Tallinn, Estonia.

EAN 4744476010595

200 ml clear glass bottle
Packaged in boxes
of 20 bottles.
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RABARBRA NULL
Rabarbra Null is a non-alcoholic sparkling wine made of de-alcoholised rhubarb wine
(yes, it is made of the original Rabarbra) and fresh cold-pressed rhubarb juice.

No concentrates nor artificial flavours or aromas. No grapes. Low sugar. Low carbs.
100% zen, halal, vegan, you name it.

RABARBRA NULL

De-alcoholised Rhubarb
Sparkling wine
<0.5 % vol, 750ml

Made in our own winery
in Tallinn, Estonia.

EAN 4744476010380

750 ml clear glass bottle
Packaged in boxes
of 6 bottles.
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